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VIII Getting Ready for Baby--Ideas to Make Breastfeeding Work in
Day to Day Living

Abstract:
This module explores various ways parents can prepare for their upcoming birth and
breastfeeding experiences.  Topics covered include childbirth and prenatal education,
general birth and early postpartum suggestions, prenatal preparations in the home, personal
preparations, making breastfeeding work in everyday life, ways to involve other family
members in the baby's care, safety concerns, and taking care of mother, physically and
emotionally.

Resources:
WOMANLY ART OF BREASTFEEDING, 6th edition,  chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12;
BREASTFEEDING:  PURE AND SIMPLE, chapters 2 and 5; THE BREASTFEEDING
ANSWER BOOK, revised edition, chapter 19; "Breastfeeding Products and Devices," and
chapter 2; LLLI Information Sheets #130, "The Breastfeeding Father" and #159, "Nutrition
and Breastfeeding"

Complimentary reading:
Motherhood Stress by Deborah Shaw Lewis, LLLI Information Sheet  #266 “Becoming a
Father”

Handouts:  LLLI Information Sheets #130 and 159

Instruction Aids/Visuals:

Approximate instruction time: 1 1/2 to 2 hours

Discussion suggestions:
If we view breastfeeding as part of the reproductive cycle then it is reasonable to assume that
all the events of that cycle are connected.  The health of the mother's pregnancy impacts her
childbirth experiences, and the mother's childbirth experiences impact her breastfeeding
experiences, especially within the first few weeks postpartum.  As Peer Counselors, you will
be talking with mothers prenatally, during pregnancy.  One of the things many mothers will
appreciate discussing is what to expect in the hospital and what plans they can be making
now to help get breastfeeding off to a satisfying and successful beginning.  Based on your
experiences:

What were some things that you did to help make your birth experience, hospital stay, and
getting started with breastfeeding work for you?

What did the people around you during birth and early postpartum do that was most helpful
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to you?  People could include physicians, nurses, childbirth assistants such as labor coach or
doula, family, and friends.

What did you need the most from the people around you during birth and the early
postpartum period?  This discussion could be broken down into three categories:
     1. health care personnel
     2. partner
     3. help at home--family and friends
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Outline:  Module VIII - Getting Ready for Baby

A. Preparations for hospital and home
1. Childbirth/Prenatal Education

a. Learn about the options available at the hospital or in the community:  birth
center, home birth, home-like birthing units within hospital; discharge times;
rooming-in; family/partner welcome at birth; family centered birth;
hospital policies about routine bottles, pacifiers, glucose water,
artificial baby milk

b. Take classes that teach about labor and birth:  what to expect, stages of labor, 
explanation of equipment used, reasons that various equipment is used, medicated
births and the affects of medications; techniques for a natural, unmedicated birth; 
explanation of Cesarean birth and what to expect during birth and recovery

c. Talk to health care provider, other women, Peer Counselors, or other advocates 
about breastfeeding; attend class on breastfeeding or support group such as
La Leche League

d. Create a birth plan so hospital staff will know mother's wishes; include mother's 
wishes about breastfeeding

e. Talk with different pediatricians or family doctors and find one in whom mother 
feels confident; ask about doctor's views and recommendations on breastfeeding 
and how he would work to keep breastfeeding intact in situations such as 
hypoglycemia, jaundice, slow weight gain, or low milk supply

2. Birth and Early Postpartum
a. Have as unmedicated birth as possible to minimize effects on baby; medications 

used during birth can cause sleepiness in babies for up to two weeks postpartum
      b. Breastfeed or put baby on or near breast as soon as possible after birth

c. Keep baby near by, in bed or bassinet next to mother's bed for easy access; 
rooming-in gives the mother practice at caring for her baby and a relaxed time

for               bonding, can help mother get more rest, and lets mother read
her baby's cues for when to nurse

d. Make sure someone sees that baby is well positioned and latched-on well before 
leaving for home

e. Make sure hospital staff knows that mother is breastfeeding; it is best for 
breastfeeding to avoid all rubber nipples including pacifiers until baby is well 
established at the breast

3.  Home--Prenatal Preparations
a. Streamline housekeeping--put away non-essential items that require labor-

intensive attention such as toys that need parental supervision, items that
need dusting, other things that just seem to get in the way and
clutter up the living space

b. Stock up on food that is easy to prepare; if freezer space is available, make double
meals now and freeze for use postpartum;  if someone wants to give mom a

baby shower, ask for a food shower--the guests bring foods ready for the
pantry or freezer to use after baby is born

c. Talk to those people who will be coming to help after the baby is born; make sure 
they understand their role; make a list of things that mother would like them to do 
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such as run errands, shop, fix food, take care of older kids, laundry, light cleaning;
taking care of baby is reserved for baby's mother and father

d. Prepare an area for diaper changing; put everything needed in one spot where it
will be handy; stock up on diapers or have number for diaper service ready

e. Clothing for mom postpartum: find clothes that will make breastfeeding easy--
nursing tops: expensive but are available at consignment shops, roomy t-shirts or
other shirts that can lift up and then drape down to give coverage for discreet 
nursing; a shawl or blanket that could be used for discreet nursing;  bras, if 

wanted, that are easy to manage with one hand; breast pads--can be hankies or
any
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absorbent fabric folded up, washable ready made pads, disposable 
pads (no plastic); many women wear their maternity clothes for a while 
postpartum; comfort and ease of breastfeeding are priorities for the first 
couple of weeks

f. Equipment:  women all over the world breastfeed successfully without any
equipment whatsoever; mother's body comes with all the essential 
equipment; there are things that make breastfeeding more comfortable

such as pillows, foot stool, comfortable chair that is wide enough for
baby to fit in cross-wise--over two feet wide; keep bottles,
pacifiers, and rubber nipples in storage until baby learns
basic breastfeeding; many women nurse without ever using
bottles, pacifiers, or pumps; talk to other breastfeeding mothers 

about pumps before buying; always try expressing milk by hand before 
buying a pump; baby carriers can be very handy, try out some before  

making or purchasing; ones that allow mom to nurse baby while baby is in
carrier are most convenient

4. Personal preparations
a. Read all you can and talk to other women who have breastfed their

children
b. Nipple preparation: body will prepare nipples on its own; natural curiosity

is also a normal part of preparation; main benefit of nipple preparation is to 
gain comfort in handling the breast--some women are not comfortable

doing this; nipple rolling can help; actions that cause friction remove keratin
and are not helpful; check for inverted nipples; if nipples are truly
inverted, use breast shells prenatally; also use Hoffman
technique

c. Practice the breathing and relaxation techniques learned in childbirth
classes

B. Making Breastfeeding Work in Everyday Life

Becoming a mother brings with it many changes in a woman's life, many of which
are not "convenient."  It's having a baby that isn't convenient; it's not how one

feeds a baby that makes life inconvenient.  The simple presence of a baby requires 
adjustments on the part of those caring for the baby, usually the mother but often

the father and grandparents as well.  Helping a mother see how breastfeeding will fit 
into her life and perhaps help make the transition into parenthood easier can be an
important factor in whether or not a woman succeeds at breastfeeding and

whether or not she finds it satisfying.  Peer Counselors have an advantage of
having a store of "mother wisdom" to draw on and share with others.  This wisdom is
what sets Peer Counselors apart from the health care professionals who help women 

breastfeed.  Peer Counselors have made breastfeeding a part of their day to day
life and know from personal experience how to make it work.  Let's begin by
looking at what made it work for you.

Discussion suggestions:
How did your day-to-day activities and responsibilities change after your baby
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arrived?
How did you help your baby's father feel like an important person in the care and
nurturing of your baby?
How did you involve other family members such as grandmothers and aunts in the
baby's care?
What adjustments did you and your family make when the new baby arriv
What was the most difficult thing for you and your family about having a new baby in
the house?
As a new mother, what did you need the most in the way of help at home?
How did a new baby affect how you and the other members of your family got along
and communicated?
On an emotional level what did you need most after your baby was born?
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For those of you with older children how did you make your house safe for them when it was
difficult to see their activities?

1. Ways to involve baby's father and other family members
a. Bathing, walking, playing, rocking to sleep, diapering
b. Reading
c. Help with feeding solid food or an occasional bottle to older baby
d. Older children can help get things ready for diapering or bathing; sing or make

silly faces to entertain baby for short periods while mother is busy; pick out the
clothes            for baby to wear
 e. Accompany mother on errands or out shopping and carry and tend to baby; lets 

grandma or father enjoy the oohs and ahs over the baby from the public

2. Safety issues in the home/child proofing and siblings
a. Lower water heater temperature to 125° F (52° C) to prevent accidental scalding
b. Clear pathways from bedroom to bathroom and diaper changing areas at night to 

prevent tripping
c. Keep toys of older children in one or two rooms
d. Make sure all hazardous materials including vitamins and medications, cleaning 

products, and home and car maintenance products, weapons including sharp
knives are safely locked up or out of child's reach

e. Block off rooms that mother cannot supervise while tending to or nursing the
baby; keep busy toddlers and pre-schoolers within mother's view

f. Create quiet games to play with older siblings while nursing the baby; read to
older child or sing songs while nursing; tell stories of when he was a baby

g. Ask friend or relative to watch older siblings a couple times a week so mother can
sleep or rest with baby

3. Taking care of mother--physical
a. Keep water handy in canteens, pitchers, or sports bottles around the house, 

especially where mother and baby nurse the most
b. Have a night light available or low-wattage bedside lamp for those early

postpartum night time nursings when mother still needs to see what
she's doing

c. Keep easy to prepare food in the house such as breads, protein foods--eggs,meats, 
beans, peanut butter, fish; vegetables, and fruits; wash and slice carrot and celery
sticks for easy munching; prepare a couple of sandwiches and salad early in the 
morning and eat those during the day; keep crackers and cheese slices handy for 
snacking; the important thing is to eat; the better mom eats, the better she will

feel; what and how much mom eats may affect the quantity of her milk, but
not the quality

d. Nap or lay down when the baby is sleeping
e. Do only the essential housework and child-care on the days when mother is tired 

and baby is fussy; ask for help or let things go until the next day
f. Avoid quick weight loss through dieting; some nursing mothers lose weight

rapidly while others take longer to shed extra pounds; being a mother
takes energy--eating is important as the body needs fuel

g. Use a baby carrier to get up and move about, keeping baby close yet being able to 
do some household tasks or go out for a walk
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4. Taking care of mother--emotional
a. New mothers need praise and encouragement; compliment them on things that

they are doing well
b. Be empathic with the new mother rather than quick to point out what she could be

doing or how she should solve a certain situation; give advice ONLY if you're
asked advice
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c. Support the new mom in her efforts to try different ideas to see how they 
work; parenting is largely experimental as each baby and parents try 

different things to find the right combination of skills and actions
which benefit them

d. Let the mother know that you can help by offering a listening ear or some 
parenting and breastfeeding ideas if she wants them; ask her if it's okay for

you to call back in a few days to see how she's doing


